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Sonja Tritapepe and Arne Schaafsma
Roseberry Forest Hermitage
NEW SOUTH WALES
We purchased Roseberry Forest Hermitage, a place of retreat, in
2004 with the intention of preserving a piece of Australian bush
after a few years living in Europe. Our 44 hectare property north
east of Kyogle borders a National Park and in the past had been
logged, used for cattle grazing and left to its own devices, so quite
a few weed species had taken up residence when we bought the
block, with lantana and large-leaved privet the main culprits.
Upon arriving we can still remember looking at the vegetation
along the creek and thinking how lush it all looked, not realising
that the vegetation was dominated by a variety of weed species.
To get better informed on plant identification and how to tackle
the weed problem, Sonja became a qualified bush regenerator.
Through bush regeneration training we learned that the forest
was made up of a mix of wet sclerophyll and rainforest. On the
property you can find eucalyptus trees such as flooded gums,
bloodwoods, ironbarks and brush boxes as well as rainforest
species like rosewoods, foambarks, white cedars, red cedars,
celery woods, bat’s wing coral trees, black beans and numerous
others. We have also recorded the presence of threatened plant
species, including native jutes (Corchorus cunninghamii) and
brush sophoras (Sophora fraserii).

Following several years of bush regeneration we noticed an increase
in the variety of birds, counting over 70 species. Regent bower
birds, paradise rifle birds, wompoo fruit-doves, honeyeaters and
whipbirds are just a few of our regular visitors. The property also
supports a variety of other native fauna such as pademelons, swamp
wallabies, koalas, possums, gliders, and bandicoots. Our intention
is to further expand on the regenerated areas and to create a
sanctuary that supports the region’s diverse flora and fauna.
We feel privileged to be able to live in the environment that
Roseberry Forest Hermitage provides and are very pleased to
have become aware of the existence of the Wildlife Land Trust,
which has enabled us to become part of a community that
promotes conservation values which reflect our own.

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS
Muru Guran is a 2.35 hectare property located near Childers, about
45 kilometres by road from Bundaberg. In 2012, the property was
permanently conserved by a conservation covenant written on
the title under the Queensland Vegetation Management Act 1999.
The covenant remains although amendments to the Act by the
successive Queensland Government have somewhat reduced its
legal significance.
My family have owned the land for 108 years, and I purchased it
from my parents in 1976 to conserve remnant native vegetation,
particularly big, old Queensland blue gums (Eucalyptus tereticornis).
I’ve worked to reconstruct functioning plant communities using
species native to this region since 1982. This includes a three-row
shelterbelt created with the intention of being a wildlife corridor
and providing safe passage to animals between my place and
remnant bushland nearby.

old I would like to sell the property to new owners. As I see it, the
next owner(s) of Muru Guran won’t regard its conservation covenant
as a constraint or obstacle. Instead I hope they find that owning
this property gives them many opportunities to enjoy their own
contribution to wildlife and habitat conservation.
The need to have some areas of privately owned land that are set
aside for long-term conservation of biological diversity is significant
for me personally. Recent attempts to do so on private land through
government legislation have not been particularly successful, and
this highlights the very significant role of the Wildlife Land Trust.

Muru Guran has rainforest, eucalypt forest and a small creek and
wetland and is now home to a range of plant communities and
associated fauna. Over the years, I have identified a total of 129
bird species which depend on the sanctuary in various ways.
I joined the Wildlife Land Trust because the people and the
organisation perform two valuable functions. Firstly, joining puts me
in touch with conservation-minded people within a much bigger
region than just the Childers area. Secondly, as I am nearly 80 years

Ian Gorrie
Muru Guran
QUEENSLAND
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WLT Sanctuary For Sale

Trust prevails where government legislation fails

Bev Langley
Minton Farm
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Cherry Gardens’ Minton Farm Animal Rescue Centre provides a
free community service taking in injured and orphaned animals
and nursing them back to health. Since its inception in 1992, we
have cared for more than 10,500 orphaned, injured or abandoned
animals. As the manager, I was impressed with the concept of the
Wildlife Land Trust and keen to assist with the program to expand
its reach in South Australia.
While it’s normal for us to experience a spike in rescues in springtime,
harsh weather in 2016 saw an acute escalation in the number of
animals brought into our care during this period. Trees were
uprooted with possums still in their hollows and nests were blown
from trees with baby birds in them. Floods caused different
problems again for wildlife with tortoises washed from creeks,
ducklings separated from their families, and tawny frogmouths
falling from their already flimsy nests. All of these animals were
rescued by members of the public and brought to us to be cared
for until they were strong enough to be returned. And then there
was Buffy (pictured), a 600g orphan koala found soaking wet in
a roadside gutter after a storm. After a stint in our intensive care
unit, Buffy doubled in weight and is now flourishing.
Wildlife rescued at the Centre ranges from kangaroo joeys, possums,
koalas, magpies, tawny frogmouths, kookaburras and eagles to
lizards and tortoises. There are six acres of predator proofed
enclosures, a reception, and an intensive care unit capable of
housing thirty creatures in separate enclosures with heat, humidity,

oxygen or nebulisers as necessary. Rescued wildlife is moved to
outside enclosures once their condition stabilises, to build up their
strength prior to release. There are approximately forty aviaries for
possums and birds, plus four shade-cloth-lined flights for raptors
to fly without damaging their feathers on wire.
We’re lucky to have volunteers, ranging from 18 to 70 years of
age, who work in teams on Tuesdays and Thursdays. We rely on
our wonderful volunteers, donations and fundraising events to
carry out our important work.
Learn more about Bev’s work at www.mintonfarm.org

Caring for 10,500 orphaned, injured animals
Tarkine Wilderness Lodge is situated on the northwest coast of
Tasmania, on the northern edge of the largest tract of temperate
rainforest in Australia, the Tarkine. Our sanctuary is known to
support at least 64 threatened species of flora and fauna.
My partner and I built the Lodge as tourism accommodation,
offering guided rainforest walks to give people from around the
globe the opportunity to visit the forest and to recognise how
special it is and how it should be protected for the next generation.
The Lodge is eco-accredited and built with sustainability in mind,
and we invested in renewable energy to offset carbon emissions
from the get-go. Rain water is collected from the roof and supplies
all internal taps, showers and vanities while dam water is used for
the surrounding garden and all toilets. Our sanctuary utilises solar
power as its main source of electricity, significantly reducing our
greenhouse emissions. The Lodge is also a secondary release site
for orphaned and injured wildlife, which I enjoy meeting and helping
to adapt to their natural environment. Some of the wildlife released
here in the past includes tawny frogmouths, pademelons, Bennett’s
wallabies, possums and wombats who still visit occasionally.

Wildlife Land Trust because I think it is important to have as much
protection for our native plants and animals as possible. I have
lived on this 81 hectare property for 28 years now and have seen
many changes to its surrounds over the years, watching farm land
converted to plantation timber and clear felling of magnificent old
growth forests. Such changes place a huge amount of pressure
on our native wildlife, mainly through loss of habitat. It is such a
wonderful concept to be able to have sanctuaries all around
Australia that protect our wildlife and conserve the places
they live.
For more on Tarkine Wilderness Lodge, visit www.tarkinelodge.com

I feel privileged to live in such a wonderful environment with so
many amazing native animals including wedge-tailed eagles, giant
freshwater lobsters, Tasmanian devils and spotted-tail quolls, to
name just a few. I am very excited to have become a member of

Maree Jenkins
Tarkine Wilderness Lodge
TASMANIA

WLT Sanctuary You Can Stay
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Ian and Mandy Gunn
Windabandi
VICTORIA
Windabandi Sanctuary preserves 100 acres of unique and rare
coastal banksia woodland, a bioregion restricted to coastal locations
on secondary or tertiary dunes behind coastal dune scrub. The
area is usually dominated by a woodland overstorey of coastal
banksia over a medium shrub layer, with some very old trees when
we see the slow growth rate in the prevailing wind and salt. The
understorey consists of a range of herbs, sedges and shrubs.
We’ve owned this property for around 11 years, and have planted
over 5,000 trees and shrubs. Where cattle used to roam are now
areas of thick growth along the wooded crests of the sand dunes
that form the landscape, with all sorts of plant life now prolific.
A Victorian government covenant protects the sanctuary, requiring
us and future owners to respect, maintain and manage the
property’s natural values.
There’s also a large fresh water lake which receives run off from
surrounding hills as well as an extensive area of coastal dune scrub
between us and Cape Liptrap National Park. Several years ago the
lake overflowed during heavy rain, forming a secondary wetland at
the other end of the property behind the dunes. We’ve now been
here long enough to witness the natural cycles of drought and
flood, one realisation being how many weeds are carried in water.

Photo: Angus Gunn

Birdlife is prolific due to fresh water and proximity to the ocean.
Last year we found a nest with two very large baby wedge-tailed
eagles; we have nesting swans, many varieties of ducks, herons,
hawks and plenty of small bush birds—especially around the house
where our native garden provides shelter and nesting areas.
On a recent spotlighting drive around the property with grandchildren agog in the back seat we saw 15 wombats, who love our
sandy soil, eastern grey kangaroos, swamp wallabies and echidnas.
We also have snakes, bluetongues and occasionally turtles and
goannas. We love this property with its variety, its sense at times
of a Garden of Eden and at others its awful gales and Antarctic
weather conditions. One beautiful, windless day and you forget
all that!

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS
Copperstone is a 120 hectare property situated in the Ravensthorpe
Range in southern Western Australia. It is near the town of
Ravensthorpe and the heritage-listed Fitzgerald River National Park
(a listing initiated by a Humane Society International nomination
made in 2006), and approximately 50 kilometres from the stunning
Southern Ocean coastline and the town of Hopetoun.
The property had been under a pastoral lease since the mid-1800s,
the gently undulating land we purchased in 2011 once part of a
much larger parcel of farmland. When we became the custodians
of Copperstone it consisted of 32 hectares of established native
bushland with around 87 hectares of fallow farmland. The farmland
had started to become invaded by African boxthorns and many
other weeds including saffron thistles, thorns, and wild canola.

71 hectares of Copperstone. Justin and his team put an enormous
amount of time and energy into the project and they will continue
to monitor it until 2019.
A large barn which has commanding views of the surrounding
ranges is being converted into a bunkhouse to accommodate up
to 12 people, along with a workshop study area for relevant groups
interested in botany and wildlife. After all, Ravensthorpe is renowned
for its wildflowers and diverse range of flora and fauna, with many
endemic, rare and endangered species present. Copperstone
provides habitat for several iconic species of wildlife including
chudditches, emus, western grey and red kangaroos, western
pygmy possums and a variety of birds and reptiles.
Learn more at www.copperstone-ravensthorpe.com

In 2015 a full reforestation project commenced as part of the
Federal government’s 20 Million Trees Programme, with CO2
Australia contracting Justin Jonson from Threshold Environmental
in Albany to complete the works. Under this project, endemic
native vegetation is being reestablished on the former farmland in
line with the objectives of the Gondwana Link connectivity initiative
and priority actions of the Fitzgerald Biosphere Recovery Plan,
focusing on linking and enhancing habitat critical for species
highly susceptible to fragmentation.
Ravensthorpe experienced very wet years in 2015 and 2016, however
14,000 native trees and shrubs were successfully planted over

Kay and Alan Pearson
Copperstone
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

Over 57,000 hectares of
wildlife-friendly habitat

New sanctuaries
Existing members

WLT SANCTUARIES NOT ONLY PROTECT VAST AND
IMPRESSIVE LANDSCAPES, BUT ALSO THE SMALLER,
HUMBLER PLACES THAT PROVIDE FOR THE NEEDS OF
ALL WILDLIFE, RARE AND COMMON SPECIES ALIKE.
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WLT’S NETWORK OF ECO-TOURISM PROPERTIES

Sanctuaries You Can Stay
The WLT’s Sanctuaries You Can Stay program has grown steadily
since its launch in 2016, with 29 member sanctuaries offering
wildlife-friendly accommodation now listed on the WLT website.
We know private conservation efforts are often self-funded, so by
choosing to visit Sanctuaries You Can Stay properties people can
make a direct financial contribution to the protection of native
wildlife and their habitats. The intent of the program is to benefit
accommodation providers and visitors alike, and Sanctuaries You
Can Stay advertisements provide exposure to accommodation
offered by WLT members while providing others in the program,
as well as the general public, with the opportunity to visit stunning
places and witness some of the incredible work being carried out.
Stonewood Retreat is an eco-friendly rainforest sanctuary situated
approximately 15km south of Cape Tribulation in Queensland.
A permanent spring-fed creek is a vital water source for local wildlife
and generates hydroelectricity which provides the energy to run the
property, minimising the impact on its World Heritage surrounds. Little
Cooper Creek features private, enchanting freshwater swimming
pools, with a series of terraced waterways only a short path from the
front door, set amongst the world’s oldest rainforest. Guests can
immerse themselves in nature surrounded by wildlife unique to Far
North Queensland, including cassowaries and Boyd’s forest dragons.

sea level with sensational views of the east coast, including the Bay
of Fires. Wildlife abounds giving visitors the opportunity to glimpse
threatened species like Tasmanian devils, eastern-barred bandicoots
and blind velvet worms in their natural surrounds.

Stonewood Retreat QLD

Lumera Chalets TAS

To see all WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay, visit:
wildlifelandtrust.org.au

Tasmanian sanctuary Lumera Chalets offers accommodation in three
solar-powered chalets set in a highly biodiverse forest protected inperpetuity by a conservation covenant. The open-plan chalets keep
guests in timber-lined, wood-heated comfort and are 600m above

Want to offer your eco-accommodation?
Just fill out our application form at:
surveymonkey.com/r/WLTSYCSmembers

Sanctuaries For Sale
The sale of Saddler Springs presents an incredible opportunity to
acquire a pristine, high conservation value 8,000ha property,
including a 40 person wilderness retreat with long term multiple-use
approved leasehold tenure. An integral part of Queensland's iconic
Carnarvon Ranges, this property is one of a kind in Australia. Ideal
for a joint venture partnership between a conservation-minded
organisation and a commercial tourism experience provider or
community organisation who will maximise its unique values.
Inspections are planned for February so you’ll need to be quick.
Giba Khan is a 6.5ha regenerating bush block in the beautiful
Upper Warrazambil Creek World Heritage valley and is part of
a wildlife corridor connecting the Border Ranges National Park.
The area’s exceptional rainfall creates a seasonal waterfall gully and
a pumping licence is included. The two bedroom steel and Hardieplank home includes a veggie garden, solar power and backup

Pristine 8,000ha
offers $2m+ welcome
Saddler Springs QLD
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generator, double-bay Colorbond garage and a large elevated
geotech-approved house site with room for extension. Other
building sites are available, subject to approval.
Oakview Wildlife Refuge is a 110ha property located 42km north
west of Gympie set up for wildlife caring with a 2.5 acre pre-release
pen that can be divided into three sections. The property has a unique
mudbrick home with three bedrooms, two bathrooms and a huge
hexagonal kitchen. There’s plenty of water available, including creek
frontage but, importantly, the house is flood free. An 18m long
enclosure is currently used as a veggie patch (with potential for
conversion to an additional animal enclosure) and it boasts a 3-bay
shed, 3-phase power, gas cooking and hot water.
To contact the owners for information or to express your interest,
call us on 1800 333 737 or email wlt@hsi.org.au.

6.5ha beautiful bush
$495,000
Giba Khan VIC

110ha of wildlife caring
$695,000
Oakview Wildlife Refuge QLD

HSWLT US SANCTUARY PROFILE

Farmland restored to tall grass prairie
Dr John Barnes donated a conservation easement
to our US counterparts the Humane Society Wildlife
Land Trust in 2000 to create Prairie Spirit Wildlife
Sanctuary, ensuring the land, a mix of dry upland
forest and dry prairie, is protected forever.
Covering 81 hectares of gentle, rolling terrain near
Springdale, Wisconsin in north-central United States,
this sanctuary has been restored from farmland to
its original state of tall grass prairie. Remnant central
hardwood forests dominated by oaks and hickories
occupy the remaining land, with a few planted
softwood stands featuring spruces and red pines.
Springs form ponds on the property, providing lifesustaining water sources for abundant wildlife.
Incredibly, this includes over 130 recorded bird
species such as chestnut-sided warblers, common
yellowthroats and grasshopper sparrows. Native
white-tailed deer thrive on Prairie Spirit Wildlife
Sanctuary along with many reptiles and amphibians.

HUMANE SOCIETY WILDLIFE LAND TRUST VISIT TO AUSTRALIA

Private Land Conservation Conference
Shortly after their respective appointments as President and
Board Member of the HSWLT, we invited Ben Callison and David
Hartwell to Australia to familiarise themselves with the Australian
program and present at November’s Private Land Conservation
Conference in Melbourne.
The whirlwind tour began with an Australian WLT staff meeting
in Sydney before Ben, David and Evan headed to Tasmania to
visit sanctuaries White Gum Wool and Inala—two exceptional
properties that portrayed the WLT’s broad and dedicated
membership. The visitors were particularly fortunate to see

threatened species such as the forty-spotted pardalote and
swift parrot. Special thanks to members Nan Bray and Tonia
Cochran for their hospitality.
Ben and David's presentation at the Private Land Conservation
Conference was well received and their experience with the
private land conservation movement in America made their
presence invaluable at a crucial stage for Australian organisations
involved in the field.
Learn more about the HSWLT at www.wildlifelandtrust.org
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THREATENED ECOLOGICAL
COMMUNITY PROFILE

{

Warkworth Sands Woodland: added to the list of Critically Endangered
Threatened Ecological Communities contained in the Commonwealth
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Act 1999 (EPBC Act).

EPBC Act protection for Warkworth Sands
Woodland won by Humane Society International
In May 2016, following a nomination made by the Wildlife Land
Trust/Humane Society International in 2010, Warkworth Sands
Woodland of the Hunter Valley was added to the list of Critically
Endangered Threatened Ecological Communities contained in the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Act 1999
(EPBC Act). Endemic to the Hunter River catchment in New South
Wales, the community occupies 465 fragmented hectares typically
comprised of rough-barked apples (Angophora floribunda) and
coast banksias (Banksia integrifolia subsp. integrifolia) on sandy
soils. Warkworth Sands Woodland generally forms on linear sand
dunes ranging from one to six metres in height, with Blakely’s
red gums (Eucalyptus blakelyi) and narrow leaved ironbarks
(E. crebra) most common on shallower sands.

Land clearing, mainly occurring in the course of open cut mining
and associated development, is the principal threat to the
community. In 2013, the Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association
(BMPA) successfully challenged a government approval allowing
the open cut mining of part of a biodiversity offset that was
required to be protected as a condition of the existing approval
given in 2003. On appeal in 2014, the BMPA celebrated another
win with the NSW Land and Environment Court upholding its
decision to disapprove the project application. However, in a
heavy blow to the community the following year, Warkworth
Mining Ltd submitted a new application to expand the mine which
was approved by the Planning and Assessment Commission and
not able to be legally challenged.

Despite its limited geographic distribution, Warkworth Sands
Woodland provides essential resources for nesters and breeders,
shelter in tree hollows and characteristically thick undergrowth.
It’s also an important food source for threatened migratory birds,
including swift parrots (Lathamus discolor), regent honeyeaters
(Anthochaera phrygia) and glossy black cockatoos (Calyptorhynchus
lathami), along with bats in search of select flowering eucalypts.
Although the community does not have a distinctive faunal
assemblage due to severe fragmentation, nationally-threatened
wildlife relying on it includes koalas (Phascolarctos cinereus),
spotted-tailed quolls (Dasyurus maculatus), brush-tailed rock
wallabies (Petrogale penicillata) and grey-headed flying-foxes
(Pteropus poliocephalus).

Such decisions threaten the community’s survival significantly,
and illustrate why the EPBC Act protection gained by the WLT
is very much needed.
This Critically Endangered classification at the federal level
provides Warkworth Sands Woodland of the Hunter Valley an
important extra layer of protection against new impacts of
clearing with further scrutiny on developments, as well as
prioritised actions to preserve and restore it. While forming
a promising basis for the recovery of the woodlands, this listing
does not apply against recent approvals to extend mining
activities impacting on the community, hindering its chances
of a quick recovery.

HSI/WLT Threatened Ecological Community listings expected in 2017
• Eucalyptus ovata woodland and forest in Tasmania
• Casuarina glauca (Swamp Oak) Coastal Floodplain Forest
• Poplar box grassy woodland on alluvial plains
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THREATENED SPECIES PROFILE

Swift Parrot
Lathamus discolor

Key habitat now just 4%
of pre-European extent
Australia is home to the largest number of plant species pollinated
by birds and mammals in the world and the swift parrot is one
of these non-insect pollinators essential to the ongoing viability
of Australian ecosystems.
Flowering eucalypts generally produce large amounts of nectar to
attract foraging birds, with seeds and pollen sticking to feathers
during feeding ready for dispersal when they fly elsewhere. Swift
parrots are major pollinators of Tasmanian blue (Eucalyptus globulus)
and black (E. aggregata) gum trees, however the species and its
habitats continue to severely decline.
Swift parrots are listed as Critically Endangered under
national environmental law and are also protected
as threatened species at state and territory level
throughout their considerable range. Many Wildlife
Land Trust member sanctuaries are in their range,
however spotting a swift parrot is easier said than
done — in 2016 researchers logged a swift parrot
in flight at a whopping 88 kilometres per hour!

of Tasmanian blue gums. In colder months they roam nomadically
across southern and eastern parts of the mainland in search of food
sources. However habitat loss is having a major effect on the species,
with estimates that 83% and 70% of box-ironbark woodlands
(their main winter habitat) have been cleared in Victoria and
NSW respectively.

Another key habitat, White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s Red Gum
Grassy Woodland, now covers less than 4% of its pre-European
extent in NSW. Of perhaps the greatest concern are 2001 figures
that show some 70% of grassy Tasmanian blue
gum forest, essential for successful breeding
Critically
seasons, has been destroyed, with further loss
Endangered highly likely to have occurred since.

Researchers used
10+ years of data to
predict where blue
gums would bloom

Colourful and aerodynamic, they typically have bright
green, slender bodies. Their faces and throats are crimson with
yellow outlines, and many have dark blue marks on their crowns
and under their wings. They generally grow up to 25cm in length
with an approximate wingspan of 33cm and weight of 65g.
Endemic to south eastern Australia, swift parrots breed in Tasmania
from September through March in accordance with the flowering

Breeding swift parrots are heavily reliant upon tree
hollows, mainly in old growth forests adjacent to
food sources. Last year, ANU researchers used
more than ten years of data to predict where
in Tasmania blue gums would bloom intensively.

Their results were collated with the threat of predation
by sugar gliders (Petaurus breviceps) which target eggs, young and
nesting mothers. An introduced species in Tasmania, the gliders
aren’t present on Bruny Island, providing researchers with a safe
location to install 300 nest boxes and carve 50 new hollows near
an abundance of blooming blue gums. Boosted by this project,
recent hatchlings are renewing hopes of species recovery.

Swift by name…

Spotting a swift parrot is easier said than done–
travelling at a feather-folding 88 kph
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WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

New South Wales • 15 new sanctuaries, adding 580.1ha = 185 sanctuaries / 17,518ha
Jacky and Gary’s Refuge

Jacky and Gary Hunt

20.2

Wyong Creek

Pauline and Charlie’s Refuge

Pauline Lamb and Charlie Brincat

2.85

Uki

Pinnacle Eco Retreat

Barbara Tyler

20

Pumpenbil

Roseberry Forest Hermitage

Sonja Tritapepe and Arne Schaafsma

44.08

Roseberry Creek

The Land

Mark and Michelle Johnston

10.33

Coomba Bay

Bopple Tree

Anne and Phil Mouton

15

Valla

Gaze Hill

Marty Randel and Grant Middleton

6

Lynchs Creek

Lolaland

Lola Topsom

31.56

Maclean

Frogs Hole Creek

Richard Summerrell and Angela Mawbey

138

Frogmore

Irwin’s Corner

James Fitzgerald

56

Peak View

Yellow Dog Farm

Lindsay Gabriel and Jenny Peat

20.2

Narooma

Nullus Anxietas

Kathie Anderson and Andrew Silcock

6.9

Tuntable Creek

Mountain View

Greg Keightley

200

Portland

Elsewhere

Peter Chadney

8.09

Kangaroo Creek

Easton

D & J Taylor

0.9

Wyrallah

Queensland • 13 new sanctuaries, adding 8,043.6ha = 132 sanctuaries / 31,776ha
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Galit and Saul’s Refuge

Galit Rawlinson and Saul Tzipori

4

Moggill

Saddler Springs

Lloyd and Amanda Hancock

8,000

Carnarvon Range

Muru Guran

Ian Gorrie

2.353

Childers

Leafy Retreat

Kelly Nalden-Brown and Steve Brown

2.1

Clear Mountain

Nimbi’s Rest

Richard and Denise Schimak

2.02

Banana

Honey Cottage

Kevin and Carmen Vincent

0.4

Alligator Creek

Coothara

Trish Prendergast

2.02

Black River

Stonewood Retreat

Kaylene White and Maree Gray

1.3

Diwan

Turkey’s Nest

Rosemary and Russell Cuthbertson

6

Mount Glorious

Judith’s Refuge

Judith Cook

7

Esk

Plum Gorgeous Rainforest Retreat

Jana & Hannah Cattanach and David Thrum 5

Doonan

Fraser Coast Wildlife Sanctuary Inc.

Raymond Revill

11

Maryborough West

Leeton Retreat

Courtney and Tatham Leeton

0.4

Alligator Creek

SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

Victoria • 2 new sanctuaries, adding 15.9ha = 36 sanctuaries / 1,342ha
Stringybark Creek Vineyard

Kylie West

10

Silvan

Locky’s Legacy

Lyndel Chalmers

5.9

Pakenham Upper

Tasmania • 7 new sanctuaries, adding 684.4ha = 26 sanctuaries / 1,610ha
Tarkine Wilderness Lodge

Maree Jenkins

80

Meunna

Huon Bush Retreats

Paul Dimmick and Michael Higgins

100

Ranelagh

White Gum Wool

Nan Bray

330

Oatlands

Gathering Moss

Paul McCauley and Kristin Hoerlein

24

Coles Bay

Lumera Chalets

Peter and Ian Power-Lawrence

29.4

St Marys

Hillend

Bob Elliston

60

Bruny Island

Mountain Valley

Len and Pat Doherty

61

Loongana

Western Australia • 5 new sanctuaries, adding 271ha = 26 sanctuaries / 3,374ha
Running Gully

Catherine Wyllie and Scott Frankel

44

Upper Warren

Yelverton Brook Eco Spa Retreat
and Conservation Sanctuary

Joy and Simon Ensor

40

Metricup

Copperstone

Kay and Alan Pearson

120

Ravensthorpe

Faraway Lodge

Sonia and Brian Cooke

3

Chittering

Boronia Farm

Barry and Dale Green

64

Donnybrook

South Australia • 2 new sanctuaries, adding 70ha = 16 sanctuaries / 445ha
Wings Barossa Bird & Bush Retreat

Graeme Clark

68

Mount Crawford

Kent and Anne’s Refuge

Kent and Anne Wilson

2

Ashton

Northern Territory • 2 new sanctuaries, adding 203.2ha = 3 sanctuaries / 628ha
Wildman Wilderness Lodge

Lisa Goodhand and Gerald Goodhand

3.2

Point Stuart

Where the Wild Things Are

Tanya Jones

200

Alice Springs

Over 57,000 hectares of
wildlife-friendly habitat
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Become a member of an international
network of wildlife sanctuaries

saving lives
by saving land

The Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) is a very inclusive initiative,
as shown by the sizes, uses and locations of our members.
Whether your property is one or 1,000 hectares, a family home,
a working farm or one dedicated to conservation, you’ll be
making a positive difference for native wildlife and habitat
conservation by joining this like-minded network.

Join the

Wildlife
Land
Trust

The WLT encourages private landholders to become part of
this expanding habitat protection effort. The benefits include:
relating your sanctuary’s profile to like-minded people through
our newsletter and website; advice if your property comes
under threat of development; partnership in our nationwide
conservation programs; and participation in WLT member
programs such as the Wildlife Rehabilitators Release Network
and Sanctuaries You Can Stay; and WLT signage and a
membership certificate for your property.

Be part of Australia’s contribution
to an international network of
wildlife sanctuaries.

The program is non-binding and risk-free; there are no costs
or legal obligations. And it complements any existing or future
agreements you make to protect your land. Learn more about
this exciting program at wildlifelandtrust.org.au and also visit
the US-based WLT site at hswlt.org

There are no costs or legal concerns,
just a lot of satisfaction.

Or give Senior Program Manager Evan Quartermain a call on
1800 333 737 or email him at: evan@hsi.org.au
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Like to support the WLT?

Card number:

I wish to make a tax deductible donation of:

Name on card:

$1000

$500

$250

$100

$50

$25 Other: $

Expiry date:

Address:
Postcode:

I am paying by:
Mastercard

Visa

American Express

Cheque

Email:

Money Order

Phone:

Signature

Please mail to: Humane Society International PO Box 439 Avalon, NSW 2107 or donate by telephone (freecall 1800 333 737 ) or visit: www.hsi.org.au

Our mission: Wildlife Land Trust Australia supports landholders to protect
wildlife, and preserves natural habitats and permanent sanctuaries.
Our goal: To protect one million acres of wildlife habitat in Australia and
expand partnerships throughout Africa, India, Asia and globally.
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facebook.com/wltau

twitter.com/wlt_au

Wildlife Land Trust
PO Box 439
Avalon NSW 2107 Australia
Email: wlt@hsi.org.au
www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au
www.hswlt.org
Tel: +61-2 9973 1728
Fax: +61-2 9973 1729
ISBN: 978-0-9944687-6-5

